E-CAMERA
The camera as an extension of the artist’s body, an artistic proposal for the Quantified Self
Project Title: E Camera
Category: Quantified Self
Equipment and Data: Pebbles Activity Tracker, Galvanic Sensor, temperature sensor to track body temperature, galvanic
value and heart rate.
Object: A digital camera based on a Raspberry PI and sensors for bio-signals. The camera reads the photographer’s
emotion-related bio-signals, such as the heartbeat and transforms the picture taken based on these inputs. The final
image let’s us see through the photographer’s eyes and enriches it with a flavour of her emotional state. This lifts creative
photography to a more embodied level and offers a very personal experience for the photographer and the spectator.
Outcome: An interactive exhibition where the audience can take self-portraits with the E-Camera accompanied by an
exhibition of creative photography performed with the E Camera.
For the theme Quantified Self I propose the project E-Camera. The project E-Camera joins body data and creative
photography. Through the use of body data the camera becomes an extension of the artist’s body. I have been working
on this project for a few months now, but I missed a hardware/software combination like the Agile gateway to be able
to develop it towards completion. Since the E Camera is already based on a Raspberry it should be easily adapted to the
Agile Gateway, which would also solve issues of communication between the different sensors, the raspberry and the
software.
I sincerely see the Adaptation competition as a very important chance to complete and exhibit this project.
The Camera
The idea of E-Camera is fairly simple: The camera is communicating with biometric sensors that are attached to the
photographer’s body. These sensors measure the photographer’s heart rate, body-temperature and galvanic value, when
taking a picture. All of these data strongly reflect the photographer’s emotions. Whenever the photographer takes a
picture a software analyses the photographer’s momentary body data and remixes the picture in a way that resembles the
original picture. Based on the body data the picture is enriched, almost distorted, by an evocative interpretation of the
photographer’s emotional state.
The final image let’s us see through the photographer’s eyes and enriches it with a flavour of her emotional state. This
lifts creative photography to a more embodied level and offers a very personal experience for the photographer and the
spectator.
General introduction to my work
The idea of the E-Camera was born as a follow up of the researches I did for my Master Thesis in Interaction Design; the
title of my research is: “SUPPORTING GROUP EMOTIONS AWARENESS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY, an exploration
of the affective interactional approach for groups of multiple users” (link here). The Affective Interactional Approach
(Boehner et al., 2007) researches the interrelation of body data and emotions. The approach was initially developed in
medical research and soon found that body data based technology should empower its users to reflect, interpret and to
give meaning to their emotional data on their own, instead of merely presenting them a finished calculation result of
their emotion. I got highly intrigued with this idea and applied the philosophy and methods in my artistic research. Anna
Ståhls, a Swedish researcher and one of the founders of the approach describes it as follows:
“In our work, we quickly came to realize that when designing for emotional experience, it was, for many reasons,
important to provide an alternative to the idea that human emotion can be isolated, automatically recognized by the
system, and used to make the system automatically adapt – as that kind of framing excluded a whole range of applications
we saw as possible and desirable. Step-by-step, we formulated a program we called Interactional Empowerment, which
tried to capture this alternative view on design for emotion: allowing users to be expressive, to reflect and to leave the
meaning making to users. “ (Ståhl, A., 2014)
The design for emotional interpretation needs to support the user in the comprehension of the emotional state. It needs
an instrument that empowers the user and accompanies her on a path of self awareness. In this perspective it has to avoid
to impose an emotional interpretation on the user or try to steer his reaction. Ståhl and Höök write that the user has to be
offered an evocative representation of the physical sensation (Ståhl, et al, 2014), it’s up to the user to decide give meaning
to it.
I found the principles of the AIA to be very compatible with artistic expression and i decided to develop an instrument
that bridged those two aspects. The E-Camera is the result of this attempt. The aim is to showcase the new ways of

expression that can be explored through the empowerment to actively express and interpret personal emotive data in
creative photography. Furthermore i want to make this experience available and tangible to the audience of Adaptation´s
exhibition.
Technical Details
Right now the E-Camera is composed of: a Raspberry Pi, a Touch-screen Module, a Camera Module, a Pimoroni Black
HAT Hack3r Kit to access the GPIO, a Pimoroni Explorer Phat, to receive analogue data, a Galvanic Sensor, a Temperature
Sensor, a Heart-beat Sensor and a battery. I am using a software written in Python based on different open source codes
to make the camera run. At the same time as the picture is taken the Python code registers the biometric data collected by
the three sensors. It then sends the picture and the data to a Processing code. This second code is a pixelsorting algorithm
and uses the biometric data to remix the picture. An example of the outcome can be seen in Image n.1 and Image n.2.
Though I am very fascinated by Pixelsorting, I am still working on the transforming software and what you see now
should not be considered as final.

Image n.1

Image n.2

Why the E-Camera is unique and innovative
The final image is the result of an active creative effort, choosing a subject and taking a picture - and of a passive one:
having a body that has physical impulses that are closely related to one’s emotions. My aim is to get to a point where
my creative photography is not only based on my visual input (what I see), but where also an active awareness of my
emotions and bio-signals (what I feel) is embodied in the process of taking a picture and becomes part of the decision
making process of which picture to take. The photographers emotion-related body data hence becomes an active part of
the creative process and is reflected in the resulting picture.
While less gruesome I consider the choice to make art using body data almost comparable to Marc Quinn`s Self portraits,
the body itself is the instrument of the artistic expression.
The E Camera is furthermore a very tangible way of illustration the potential that lies in the use of bio-signals and how
their innovative application could even transform a technology like photography, which we would at first consider as
already well known and sufficiently explored.
The E-camera and the Agile Gateway
I would like to explain how far the project has gone, what I envision as its future step and how I think collaborating with
Agile could make a difference in where I can carry my idea.
At this stage I am working on how to interpret the data coming from the sensors and how to physically position them.
Lately I have been considering using an Activity tracker/ Smartwatch, but none of the instruments on the market seem
to be easily connectible to the Raspberry Pi.
If getting the chance to work as an artist in collaboration with the Adaptation team and develop the E-Camera as part of
the Quantified Self category I would be able to push my project towards completion and finally experimenting using the
camera.
In particular, I am interested in substituting the Raspberry pi and the Explorer Phat with the Agile Gateways and make
use of the Pebble Activity tracker. I want to have a way to simplify the communication between the camera and the sensors
and it seems that the Agile system is designed exactly to do this. The Pebble Activity Tracker will offer more stable and
reliable measurement hardware than the prototyping hardware I have been using up to now. I still would be interested in

adding a few more sensors to the systems, such as the temperature one, the galvanic one and maybe something related to
brainwave activity, as they are a quite interesting measurement related to emotional states.
As it can be seen in the following pictures (Image n3-4) the current prototype has a cardboard enclosure, in my plan one
of the next steps to overtake is to design a new enclosure using either laser cut plexiglass or a 3d printed plastic structure.

Image n.3 - E-Camera first prototype, front

Image n.4 - E-Camera first prototype, back

The Blog
I would like to openly document my familiarization with the camera itself and with the use of my body data for artistic
means. I am sure that the learning process and the creative adaption to the new means of expression can be interesting
in this context. Also I would like to document the technical development and the use of the Agile system. If possible, I
would be happy to work and produce open-source code. Having a blog where I can share all this information would be as
well a way to communicate and share ideas with other body artists, photographer and technicians, I would be very happy
to see how someone else could be inspired by my works.
The Exhibition
I would love to communicate to the audience that there are possibilities to change the use of technology that we think we
already know and that we think we sufficiently exploited the concept of. Furthermore I would like to show how bodydata can be applied in an artistic context. Most importantly how the user can be empowered to give meaning to her own
body-data within an creative process. I think that recognizing these opportunities can have an impact on the audience’s
understanding of body-data itself, the versatile opportunities it provides, but also own their own possibilities of artistic
creation.

Image n.5

The exhibition would therefore consist of an traditional picture exhibiting part (Image n.7) and an interactive part in
which the audience can experience the use of their body data in creative photography themselves. The first part I suggest
to be a series of pictures that I will have taken with the camera during the exploration phase, so that the audience sees
what possibilities this new use of cameras and body-data sensors offers.
Interactive dark-room
The interactive part happens in a dark-room resembling separate room (Image n.6), in which the audience gets the
chance take a self-portrait with the E-Camera, based on their live-body data. In order to do this the visitors would use
a camera plus a projector to take a self portrait, while being connected to a sensor that analyses their momentary body
data. The self-portrait will than be transformed based on the body-data and projected onto the wall inside the darkroom. To add further interactivity to the exhibition the self-portraits taken in the dark room are also shown on a screen
on the wall that the dark-room shares with the larger exhibition room. This way the audience can see the E Camera in
live use and become intrigued to go try it themselves.

Image n.6 - In the Interactive Dark Room a visitor tries out the E-Camera and the bio-sensors

A great interactive aspect would be if the visitors could try to take a second picture, after manipulating their body-data
(for example raising their heart rate through a simple exercise), it would be interesting for the audience to explore how
this would change the way the self-portrait gets transformed.
Material Needed for the exhibition
Prints of the pictures taken during the exploration period,a screen, two projectors, a working E-camera with a tripod,
bio-sensors and a stand to support them and make them easily accessible.
From a space perspective it would be good to use two communicating rooms (Image n.5), a bigger one for exhibiting the
pictures (Image n.7) and a smaller one to use as “room for the interaction” (minimum size 3x3 m). Both rooms should
have electric outlets and it should be possible to illuminate them both.
Kickstarter
Once the camera is finished I would consider to launch a Kickstarter campaign to produce the camera at a larger scale. It
would be my aim to create a movement of creative people interested in exploring this new artistic instrument under its
numbers of aspects: photography, creative coding and quantified self.
Previous Works
Here is a list of links to some of my works that I consider relevant for this proposal:
01. Flickr Photography Portfolio, as the project I am proposing is based on the technology of the camera a camera, I think
it is important to demonstrate that I have a certain confidence with expressing myself with the traditional instrument.
02. WE ARE HERE, a collective emotion visualizer. A project developed during my Master Thesis aimed to interprete
collective emotion through the interpretation of users’ body language captured by a Kinect.

03. Performance Software, this software detects the performancer’ s movements and heartbeat and uses those data to
suggest the performancer what to do next in her performance.
04. To not disappear, this project is one of the latest works I developed and worked on and as you can see its website still
needs some work. A screen showed people their reflected image, very blurred and in black and white. To see their image
appearing coloured and vivid they had to scream loud. The pictures are taken after ten seconds they were in front of the
screen.
Contact information
This project as been carried out by me, Luisa Fabrizi, with the collaboration of Andre’ Landwehr, who is assisting in the
coding and is a discussion partner in the creative process. We are participating together in this application
and here are our contacts:
Luisa Fabrizi
Nationality: Italian
Born: 13/02/86
Telephone: 004917657926680
E-mail: luisa.fabrizi@gmail.com
Portfolio: luisa-fabrizi.com
Linkedin profile

Andre’ Landwehr
Nationality: German
Born: 23/01/86
Telephone: 004917657926680
E-mail: post.for.andre@gmail.com
Linkedin profile
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Image n.7 - The exhibition space

